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Abstract: Micro heat exchangers have been revealed to be efficient devices for improved heat transfer
due to short heat transfer distances and increased surface-to-volume ratios. Further augmentation
of the heat transfer behaviour within microstructured devices can be achieved with heat transfer
enhancement techniques, and more precisely for this study, with passive enhancement techniques.
Pin fin geometries influence the flow path and, therefore, were chosen as the option for further
improvement of the heat transfer performance. The augmentation of heat transfer with micro heat
exchangers was performed with the consideration of an improved heat transfer behaviour, and with
additional pressure losses due to the change of flow path (pin fin geometries). To capture the impact
of the heat transfer, as well as the impact of additional pressure losses, an assessment method should
be considered. The overall exergy loss method can be applied to micro heat exchangers, and serves
as a simple assessment for characterization. Experimental investigations with micro heat exchanger
structures were performed to evaluate the assessment method and its importance. The heat transfer
enhancement was experimentally investigated with microstructured pin fin geometries to understand
the impact on pressure loss behaviour with air.
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1. Introduction
Energy efficiency with respect to thermal management is an important factor in many
areas of industry and technology. An improvement in heat transfer enables options for
intensifying processes and reducing energy losses, as well as the wasting of energy.
The continuous demand for heat transfer enhancement in the last decades was addressed by, amongst other techniques, the development of micro heat exchangers. Micro
heat exchangers provide an efficient and flexible tool, depending on the technical application. In 1981 Tuckerman and Pease [1] were amongst the first researchers to perform heat
transfer with microstructures. They showed that micro heat exchangers are efficient devices
for improved heat transfer due to several reasons, amongst which are short heat transfer
distances and increased surface-to-volume ratios. In general, the performance of miniaturized heat exchangers in terms of heat transfer is superior to macroscopic devices [2–4].
However, there is always room for improvement, especially due to the fact that enhanced
heat transfer in miniaturized devices mostly comes along with increased pressure losses,
resulting in a reduced total performance of the heat transfer systems [5–11]. Due to this,
there is a need for a precise characterization and comparison of micro heat exchangers to
obtain assessment methods which take into account the effects on pressure loss behavior
and heat transfer behavior simultaneously. The impact of geometric aspects, as well as
fluid properties, on the pressure loss should be considered, especially when using gas
flows. Using gas flows results in the stronger influence of effects, such as compressibility
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and axial heat conduction, which have to be taken into account [12–14]. To assess the ratio
between a possible gain in heat transfer performance and a loss in pressure, the overall
exergy loss method can be applied to micro heat exchangers, and serves as a simple method
for heat exchanger characterization and comparison [15,16]. Dealing with all the named
effects a more comprehensive definition of the overall heat exchanger efficiency can be
provided, leading to a well-defined comparability of the devices in terms of their thermal
and fluidic capacities. Thus, the applicability of microstructure heat exchanger designs to
certain processes can be decided easily.
2. Materials and Methods
Micro heat exchangers are generally characterized by small characteristic dimensions,
below 0.001 m, which is the reason for their high heat transfer capabilities. A commonly
used characteristic dimension, namely the hydraulic diameter (dh ) is calculated as follows [17]
4· A
dh =
(1)
C
where A is the cross sectional area in (m2 ) and C is the perimeter in (m) of a single micro
channel. The impact of the hydraulic diameter on the heat transfer performance can be
demonstrated with the overall heat transfer coefficient, h in [ mw
2 · K ]. This is a function of the
heat transfer coefficients of the hot and the cold side (αh , αc ), and the wall thickness and
thermal conductivity of the separation wall (s, λ):
h=

1
1
αh

+

s
λ

+

1
αc

(2)

The wall thickness (s) and thermal conductivity (λ) are, in general, valid for a flat
surface only, but can be used as a good approximation for miniaturized heat exchangers due
to the small value of s. The thermal contact resistance from the fluid to the separation sheet
shows in the considered case no significant impact on the overall heat transfer coefficient.
The heat transfer coefficients are affected by physical properties of the fluids and the
flow conditions, such as the flow velocity and laminar or turbulent flow behavior. Another
influence is the geometric characteristic of the flow path. The heat transfer coefficient (α) is
presented in the following equation:
α=

Nu·λ
dh

(3)

with Nu as Nusselt number, λ as the thermal conductivity of the fluid, and dh as hydraulic
diameter, defined in Equation (1). Nu gives the ratio of the characteristic length to the
thermal boundary layer thickness, and can be assumed to be nearly constant under laminar
flow conditions. With Equation (3), the overall heat transfer coefficient (h) under laminar
flow conditions becomes a function of geometric parameters, namely dh , and the separation
thickness, s:


1 1
h= f
,
(4)
s dh
.

The heat transfer rate Q in (W) is determined by three parameters, namely the temperature difference (∆T) in (K), the heat transfer surface (Aht ) in (m2 ) and the overall heat
transfer coefficient, h:
.
Q = h· Aht ·∆T
(5)
From Equation (5) it is easy to see that the heat transfer rate increases with higher
temperature difference. However, ∆T is, in most cases, fixed by the process fluids running
through the heat exchanger. The heat transfer area (Aht ) is limited by the design of the heat
exchanger and the integrated (micro-) structures. Hence, shrinking dh and s is the easiest
way to increase the heat transfer rate.
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On the other hand, this is a critical point because the pressure loss is strongly related
to this parameter, and increases with decreasing dh . This becomes obvious when, e.g.,
looking at the Hagen–Poiseuille law for calculating pressure loss (∆p) in a channel with a
circular cross sectional area and laminar flow conditions, as given in Equation (6):
.

128·µ·V · L
32·µ·u· L
∆p =
=
d2h
π ·d4h
kg

(6)

.

3

with µ as the dynamic viscosity of the fluid in ( m·s ), V as volumetric flow rate in ( ms ), L as
the micro channel length in (m), and u as flow velocity in ( ms ). The figure of (6) indicates
clearly that dh has a high impact on the pressure losses of heat exchangers.
Further limitations, like the increased impact of corrosion and the fouling or blocking
of micro channels due to particles shall not be discussed here, as they are widely considered
in the literature [10,18]. Regularly, the surface quality of the microstructures has to be
taken into account, as well as the possibilities for manufacturing the microstructures.
Example descriptions can be found in [4,19,20]. Many kinds of materials, like polymers,
metals, ceramics, or glass are possible for generating microstructure heat exchangers [20,21].
During the operation of microstructure heat exchangers the access for measurement is
difficult because sensors such as temperature or pressure sensors will in general influence
the fluidic behavior. Therefore, computational fluid dynamics is widely used to predict the
heat transfer behavior inside microstructure heat exchangers. These issues shall also not be
part of the present discussions, they are described sufficiently well in the literature.
2.1. Fluids
Heat transfer behavior can moreover be drastically influenced by the choice of fluid,
due to its properties. In this study we will focus on one compressible fluid, namely air. The
temperature under investigation ranges from approximately T = 273.15 K up to T = 373.15 K,
with a pressure range from approximately p = 100 kPa (rel) up to a maximum p = 1000 kPa
(rel). Table 1 presents the properties of air at T = 293.15 K and p = 100 kPa (rel).
Table 1. Fluid properties of air [17].
Property
(at 293.15 K and p = 100 kPa (rel))

Unit

Air

Density

kg
m3

1.19

Dynamic viscosity

Pa·s

0.000018

Kinematic viscosity

0.000015

Specific heat capacity

m2
s
J
kg·K

Heat conductivity

W
m·K

0.03

Prandtl number

–

0.71

1006

As mentioned, air is a compressible gas, i.e., the fluid properties are temperature and
pressure dependent. Air has a much lower specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity in comparison to water or other liquids. These thermal properties and the effect of
compressibility result in deviations of gas flows in microstructures compared to liquid,
incompressible fluid flows. The simplest way to handle gas is using the ideal gas law.
However, this is not truly correct, since several specific considerations on rarefaction and
compressibility have to be made, which are intensified when the characteristic dimensions
of the heat exchanger become small [22,23]. Rarefaction is a condition which deviates
from continuum flow, described by the Knudsen number (Kn). With increasing Kn the
Navier–Stokes equations become less valid, and the collisions of gas molecules with the
walls gain increased impact [22].
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A strong influence of temperature can be detected for thermal conductivity and the
dynamic viscosity of air. This will be taken into account in the following. The deviation
of the specific heat capacities is less than 1.8% for both, the temperature and pressure
influence. Therefore, the influences will be neglected. This result can be underscored by
the compressibility factor (Z), which is defined according to the ideal gas law, as follows:
Z=

p·v
RS · T

(7)

with p and T as pressure and temperature, υ as the specific volume, and Rs as the specific
gas constant of the fluid. The compressibility factor considers the deviation of a real gas
from an ideal gas behavior.
For air flow in the investigated temperature and pressure ranges the compressibility
factor deviates by less than 0.8%. Therefore, air in the above mentioned temperature and
pressure ranges can be assumed to be an ideal gas, and the following equation for ideal
gases is valid:
cv = c p − R
(8)
with cv as the specific isochoric heat capacity, cp as the specific isobaric heat capacity, and R
as the universal gas constant. Finally, the density shows a strong influence of temperature
and pressure. With the validity of air as an ideal gas, the density will be considered with
the ideal gas law. Table 2 shows the deviations from standard values of the fluid properties
at the maximum of the investigated temperature and pressure ranges.
Table 2. Deviations of fluid properties of air in relation to lowest investigated condition (T = 273.15 K or p = 100 kPa (rel)).
Thermal
Conductivity

Dynamic
Viscosity

(%)

(%)

Isobaric (%)

Isochoric (%)

(%)

(%)

Maximum deviation from
temperature of T = 273.15 K

43.68

39.55

1.09

1.76

0.76

35.95

Maximum deviation from
pressure of p = 100 kPa (rel)

1.40

0.81

1.79

0.39

0.50

904.70

Compressibility
Factor

Specific Heat Capacity

Density

The consideration of gas-to-gas heat transfer in micro heat exchangers is the topic of
only a few literature sources, as has been observed previously by Yang et al. [12]. They
summarized the existing literature references until 2012. The cited references detected
strong axial heat conduction along the solid walls, which led the authors to the assumption
of isothermal behavior in the investigated micro heat exchangers [13,14,24,25].
The influence of axial heat conduction has also been previously investigated by
Yang et al. [13]. Among the few literature sources, only Kee et al. [26] examined the behavior of heat transfer in a ceramic micro heat exchanger, with an improved flow path
providing none-channel microstructures. Depending on the material used for a micro
heat exchanger, Rac describes the thermal resistance to axial heat conduction, and can be
calculated as follows:
R ac =

1

R P−w

1
+

1

Rwall

=

1
s ·W · λ p − w
L

·λwall
+ Y · swall · HLwall
wall

(9)

with Rpw and Rwall as thermal resistance of the partitioning wall and the channel wall or
the thermal resistance of the pins. s, W, and λp-w describe the thickness, the total width,
and the thermal conductivity of the partitioning wall. swall , Hwall , λwall , and Lwall describe
the thickness, the total height, the thermal conductivity, and the length of the channel
wall or the pin fins. In the case of microchannels, L equals LWall , in the case of pin fin
arrangements the two values differ from each other. The parameter Y varies for each
microstructure arrangement.
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2.2. Microstructure Designs
In this study, we investigated three different microstructures, namely a channel structure and two pin-fin-array microstructures, one with parallel pins, another with staggered
pins. Table 3 shows the parameter Y depending on the number of channels or the number
of pin fins in parallel or in a row; nchannel , nparallel , and nrow .
Table 3. Parameter Y depending on the microstructured arrangement for the calculation of the
thermal resistance to axial heat conduction.
Microstructure Arrangement

Y

Straight channels

nchannel − 1

Parallel pins

n parallel
nrow

Staggered pins

2 n parallel ·(n parallel −1)
nrow ·
2·n parallel −1

Fluid dynamic aspects like the flow regime have to be considered when dealing with
heat transfer enhancement by different microstructure geometries. A measure for the flow
regime is the Reynolds number, Re, which is defined by
Re =

u·dh
ν

(10)

with u as the flow velocity ( ms ), dh as hydraulic diameter (m) and, therefore as the charac2

teristic length, and ν as the kinematic viscosity ( ms ). In general, simple linear soft micro
channels result in laminar flow conditions unless the flow speed is very high. Thus, heat
transfer is limited here. The flow disruption and, therefore, transition from laminar flow
regime to turbulent flow regime depends on different parameters; based on the definition
of the Reynolds number, increased flow velocities or increased characteristic dimensions
cause a transition. In addition, the fluid is an important parameter to be considered, i.e.,
higher viscosities promote laminar flow behavior. The compressible effect of gases leads
to strong pressure losses along the flow path due to flow friction and, therefore, density
variations which result in increased flow velocities.
Another option for generating a flow disruption and to change the flow behavior of
the laminar flow regime is to produce artificially induced local turbulences. The artificially
induced local turbulences can be generated due to external power or a specific flow
path design. As an example, a first artificially induced local turbulence is an increased
roughness of the surrounding surface. Further methods, which generate the transition of
flow regime and increase heat transfer behavior, are named heat transfer enhancement
techniques. External or active enhancement techniques have been described by Steinke
and Kandlikar [27]. In the named review they moreover classified passive enhancement
techniques in terms of surface roughness, flow disruptions (pin fin), channel curvature,
and others [27]. The authors presented a summary of enhancement techniques for active
and passive techniques in comparison to conventional, mini channel, and micro channel
implementation. The combination of both techniques is an option for a third method
group [28]. Although it was published for the first time over 25 years ago, in 1994, this
classification is still valid.
In conclusion, the decision of which enhancement technique is appropriate regarding heat transfer and pressure losses for maximizing overall heat exchanger efficiency,
is difficult to make and should be decided considering each case separately. In addition,
the applicability of the enhancement techniques to micro heat exchangers has to be evaluated and verified. Manufacturing techniques, material, and fluid properties have to be
considered in designing enhanced micro heat exchangers.
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from aluminum. Rectangular pin fin shapes in parallel and staggered arrangement were
from aluminum. Rectangular pin fin shapes in parallel and staggered arrangement were
compared with straight micro channels, as shown in Figure 2.
compared with straight micro channels, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2.
2. Microstructures
Microstructures made
made of
of aluminum:
aluminum: (a)
(a) straight
straight micro
micro channels,
channels, (b)
(b) parallel
parallel pins,
pins, and
and (c)
(c) staggered
staggered pins.
pins.
Figure
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fer area of each device based on the area through which the heat is transferred. Due to the
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varying number of pin fins and their arrangement, the active volume and the heat transfer
transfer area are different for each microstructure arrangement.
area are different for each microstructure arrangement.
The geometric data of each microstructure is summarized in Table 4.
The geometric data of each microstructure is summarized in Table 4.
A stainless steel partitioning foil with a thickness of δ = 0.001 m was clamped between
the foils with microstructures. The clamped micro heat exchanger was investigated with
counter current flow arrangement and balanced mass flow rates for hot and cold fluid
up to ṁ = 3 . The inlet pressure level of both
flow, i.e., with mass flow rates of ṁ = 1
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Table 4. Dimensions of the experimentally tested microstructures.
Straight Micro
Channels

Parallel Pins

Staggered Pins

Height (m)

0.0001

0.0001

0.0001

Dimensions of pins
Length (m)
Width (m)

0.0235
0.0005

0.0010
0.0005

0.0010
0.0005

Dimensions of pitch
Length (m)
Width (m)

0.0235
0.0010

0.0010
0.0010

0.0010
0.0010

Number of rows
per column

11 channels

11 columns,
11 rows per column

11 columns, 6 rows per column
10 columns, 5 rows per column

Heat transfer area
(m2 )

0.00057

0.00067

0.00066

Active volume (m3 )

2.6 × 10−8

3.1 × 10−8

3.1 × 10−8

A stainless steel partitioning foil with a thickness of δ = 0.001 m was clamped between
the foils with microstructures. The clamped micro heat exchanger was investigated with
counter current flow arrangement and balanced mass flow rates for hot and cold fluid
.
.
kg
kg
flow, i.e., with mass flow rates of m = 1 h up to m = 3 h . The inlet pressure level of
both flows was fixed to the inlet pressure of p = 700 kPa (rel). Table 5 summarizes the
operating conditions.
Table 5. Operating conditions for the clamped microstructure heat exchanger examined with air.
Operating Condition

Unit

Clamped Micro Heat Exchanger

Mass flow rate
Inlet pressure (hot and cold fluid flow)

kg
h

1.00, 1.50, 1.75, 2.00, 2.25, 2.50
700

kPa (rel)

The impact of different inlet temperature ranges on the overall heat exchanger performance was investigated, and is summarized in Table 6. At first, different inlet temperature
ranges (Tin = 363.15 K–288.15 K; Tin = 34.153 K–288.15 K; Tin = 328.15 K–308.15 K) were
studied with a straight micro channel arrangement. Parallel pins and staggered pins were
compared with the straight micro channels, with aluminum as the microstructure material
and a temperature range of Tin = 363.15 K–288.15 K. Three cases were distinguished and
named by the inlet temperature of each case, taken in ◦ C (which makes it easier to write).
This led to the names: case 90, case 70, and case 55, respectively.
Table 6. Operating conditions for the clamped microstructure heat exchanger examined with air.
Heat Exchanger

Clamped micro heat exchanger

Fluid

Air

Object of Investigation

Case Name

Straight micro channel,
different inlet temperatures:
Hot fluid flow (K)
Cold fluid flow (K)
363.15
288.15

Case 90

343.15

288.15

Case 70

328.15

308.15

Case 55
Parallel pins

Pin fin geometries and rectangular channel
(case 90, aluminum)

Staggered pins
Straight channels
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The influence of rarefaction effects was neglected due to Knudsen numbers (Kn) for
the straight micro channels of Kn < 0.001. More precisely, the Kn of the investigated cases
of straight micro channels did not exceed 10% of the critical Knudsen number. The Kn
number as a function of Reynolds number (Re) and Mach number (Ma) is difficult to obtain
for enhanced microstructures, due to the hydraulic diameter problem (i.e., it is not clear
which is the correct and valid hydraulic diameter or characteristic dimension for an overall
calculation due to the fact that the cross sectional area and the perimeter of the enhanced
microstructures vary along the flow path). However, the results can be expected to not
exceed the critical Knudsen number and, therefore, rarefaction effects were not considered.
Compressibility effects need to be taken into account due to high Mach numbers and
high pressure ratios. Table 7 shows the maximum Mach numbers and maximum pressure
ratios for the investigated cases.
Table 7. Operating conditions for the clamped microstructure heat exchanger examined with air.
Maximum Mach Number (-)
Macritical > 0.3

Maximum Pressure Ratio (-)
(∆p/pin )critical > 0.05

Straight micro channels
(Aluminum)
-

Case 90

0.25

0.21

-

Case 70

0.25

0.20

-

Case 55

0.25

0.20

Parallel pins
(Case 90, Aluminum)

0.38

0.48

Staggered pins
(Case 90, Aluminum)

0.70

0.74

It can be recognized that the pin fin arrangements increased the effect of compressibility due to additional high Mach numbers. High Mach numbers are characteristic for high
flow velocities and large Reynolds numbers. In the investigated mass flow range, Reynolds
numbers up to Re = 6021 were calculated for straight micro channels and case 90.
2.3. Assessment Method
An overall assessment method of micro heat exchangers should consider heat transfer
behavior as well as pressure drop behavior. Heat transfer behavior is related to the
amount of heat that is transferred from fluid to fluid in addition to the heat loss to the
surroundings (fundamentals of this are given in Equations (1), (6) and (9). Pressure loss
behavior describes the pressure difference that is required to overcome the inner friction
of fluid flowing through a tube or channel, which is directly related to the pumping
power applied (fundamentals of this are given in Equations (7) and (8). Both behaviors
are influenced by fluid properties and the flow path, i.e., the choice of fluid and the heat
transfer enhancement technique in microstructured devices. The overall assessment can be
performed in comparison to a reference heat exchanger geometry or in direct comparison
of different augmented devices, e.g., Webb and Kim or Bejan [15,16].
For the study presented here an assessment method based on the second law of
thermodynamics was used. The second law of thermodynamics describes irreversibility
occurring during a real/non-ideal process, e.g., due to heat and mass transfer. Irreversibility means that the process cannot be restored to its initial condition without additional
energy input. Process entropy describes this irreversibility. Although the entropy in a
thermodynamic process can only be increased or decreased, the published literature refers
to the entropy changes as “entropy generation” or “entropy production”. This nomencla-
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ture is retained here. Irreversibility resulting from heat transfer and fluid flow during the
heat transfer process both reduce exergy and increase of anergy accordingly. Exergy is the
content of energy which can be changed into useful work, whereas the complimentary
part of the energy is anergy. Therefore, entropy generation is always connected to a loss of
exergy. With the calculation of entropy generation or exergy loss a characteristic number
can be used to directly compare micro heat exchangers regarding pressure loss behavior
and heat transfer behavior.
Besides the general goal of decreasing the overall entropy generation of a process,
the aim with micro heat exchangers is to minimize the entropy generation due to pressure
loss, and to maximize the heat transfer, i.e., decrease the exergy loss due to pressure loss.
In recent years the amount of studies considering the second law of thermodynamics in
heat exchanger analysis has increased, which is recognized by reviews on this topic [29,30].
For the presented study, we tried to find the easiest parameter for directly assessing the
overall efficiency of micro heat exchangers. Thus, the method of calculating the overall
exergy loss (DE) was chosen, previously published by Wu and Li [31]:
∆E = ∆ET + ∆EP

(11)

with DET being the thermal exergy loss and DEP the fluidic exergy loss due to pressure
loss behavior. DET is given by




.
1
∆ET = m H ·c P,H · T0 · ln(1 − ε Th · R·(1 − c)) + R· ln 1 + ε Th ·
−1
(12)
c
.

with m H and cP,H as hot mass flow rate and hot specific heat capacity. T0 is the ambient
temperature, c is the ratio of inlet temperatures (Tin ), and Rhcr is the ratio of heat capacity
.
rates (m · cp ):
TC,in
c=
(13)
TH,in
.

Rhcr =

mC ·c P,C
.
m H ·c P,H

(14)

for hot fluid flow (H) and cold fluid flow (C). The thermal efficiency (εTh ) compares the
.
.
actual heat transfer rate of the hot fluid flow (Qhot ), the cold fluid flow (Qcold ), or the average
.
heat transfer rate of the hot fluid flow and the cold fluid flow (Q ave ) to the maximum (ideal)
.
possible heat transfer rate (Qmax ).
.

ε Th,H =

.

QH

=

.

Qmax
.

ε Th,C =

Qmax

m ·c ·( TC,out − TC,in )

= . C P,C
m·c P min ·( TH,in − TC,in )
.

ε Th,ave =
.

(15)

.

QC

.

m H ·c P,H ·( TH,out − TH,in )

.
m·c P min ·( TH,in − TC,in )

(16)

.

Q H + QC
2
.

Qmax

(17)

with T as temperature, m as mass flow rate, and cP as the specific heat capacity at the inlet
(in) and outlet (out) for hot (H) or cold (C) fluid flow. Min is related to the smallest value
of the product of the mass flow rate and specific heat capacity in comparison to the hot
and cold fluid flow. The fluidic exergy loss due to pressure loss (∆EP ) depends on the fluid.
Assuming an ideal gas, it is obtained as follows:





.
.
∆p H
∆pC
∆EP = − T0 · m H · RS · ln 1 −
+ mC · RS · ln 1 −
(18)
p H,in
pC,in
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.

with T0 as the ambient temperature, Rs as specific gas constant, and m, ∆p, and pin as mass
flow rate, pressure loss, and inlet pressure for hot fluid flow (H) and cold fluid flow (C).
2.4. Experimental Procedure

Fluids 2021, 6, x

An experimental setup and device developed by Yang et al. [13] to investigate the
effects of different partitioning foil materials and different flow arrangements was optimized for the present study. Air flow at a pressure level of p = 600 kPa (rel) was elevated
in pressure up to p = 1000 kPa (rel) and stored in a tank at room temperature. The air
flow from the tank was filtered by a sintered metal cartridge filter. After the filter, the gas
pressure was adjusted by a pressure regulator in order to reach the optimum pressure
requirements of the mass flow controllers for different mass flow rates. The flow was split
into two branches that supplied the gas-to-gas micro heat exchanger as hot and cold fluid
flows, respectively.
The flow rate of each branch was controlled by a mass flow controller. The temperature
was adjusted by a temperature regulator, which was supported by a heating ribbon for
hot fluid flow or an additional double pipe heat exchanger for cold fluid flow to offer a
certain temperature in front of the micro heat exchanger and to reduce heat losses. The
gas-to-gas micro heat exchanger was surrounded by an insulation material to minimize
the influence of radiation. In front of and behind the gas-to-gas micro heat exchanger,
11 was
of 21
the temperature and pressure of each flow branch was measured. The exiting gas
vented to the surroundings. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.

Figure
Figure 3. Schematic
Schematic view
view of
of the
the experimental
experimental setup for the investigations with gas.

3. Results
3. Results
Measurement was performed with the structures previously shown in Figure 2. The
Measurement was performed with the structures previously shown in Figure 2. The
pressure loss as well as the thermal behavior was measured. Different cases of the inpressure loss as well as the thermal behavior was measured. Different cases of the inlet/outlet temperature were examined (Tin = 363.15 K–288.15 K; Tin = 343.15 K–288.15 K; Tin
let/outlet temperature were examined (Tin = 363.15 K–288.15 K; Tin = 343.15 K–288.15 K;
= 328.15 K–308.15 K) and compared.
Tin = 328.15 K–308.15 K) and compared.
An uncertainty analysis was performed based on the law of propagation of uncerAn uncertainty analysis was performed based on the law of propagation of uncertainty,
tainty, and according to the “Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement”
and according to the “Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement” (GUM,
(GUM, see [32]). The calculation of pressure loss and thermal efficiency, as well as the
see [32]). The calculation of pressure loss and thermal efficiency, as well as the calculation
calculation of the exergy loss were based on the measurements. The law of propagation
of the exergy loss were based on the measurements. The law of propagation of uncertainty
of uncertainty combines the errors by the accuracy of measuring instruments, and enables
a calculation of the uncertainty of a measurement result.
3.1. Straight Microchannels
3.1.1. Pressure Loss Behavior
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combines the errors by the accuracy of measuring instruments, and enables a calculation of
the uncertainty of a measurement result.
3.1. Straight Microchannels
3.1.1. Pressure Loss Behavior
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Figure 4 shows the average pressure losses for different inlet temperatures. Overlapping experimental average pressure losses can be seen for the different investigated
12 of 21
cases, and which reveal the low impact of the temperature on the pressure loss behavior.
A maximum uncertainty of ∆(∆p) = ±4.0 kPa was detected for the investigated cases.
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kPa).
comparison

A comparison
with conventional theory (see Equations (7) and (8) and [17]) was
3.1.2. Heat
Transfer Behavior
performed, and is presented in Figure 4. The conventional theory is based on the equation
Figure 5a,b show the differences of thermal efficiency for different inlet temperatures
of Blasius (see [17]), due to Reynolds numbers up to Re = 6021 indicating a transition to
and hot and cold mass flow rates. Case 90 and case 70 show similar results in comparison
turbulent flow regime. Strong deviations of conventional theory and experimental results
tocan
each
other forwhich
cold and
hot mass
flow rates.mass
Caseflow
55 was
influenced
byoccur
the
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hot
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therefore,
does
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the
cold
fluid
flow.
The
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reaches
a
maximum
for
case
55
and
the
hot
thermal
not consider influences such as temperature changes on the pressure losses along the flow
efficiency
a value of Δε
Th = ±13.6%.
path. Thewith
experimental
results,
as well as the conventional theory, demonstrate a low
The
average
thermal
efficiency
andloss
the behavior
heat loss due
are shown
in Figureresults.
6. The average
impact of temperature on the pressure
to overlapping
thermal efficiency shows no differences between the three investigated cases, which can
3.1.2.
Heat Transfer
Behavior
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confirmed
by a stronger
heat loss to the surroundings for case 90. The uncertainty of
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efficiency
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to a maximum
uncertainty
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efficiency
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The
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efficiency
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flow path were not considered due to the calculation with set inlet conditions.
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transitional to turbulent flow regime, and calculated with the ε-NTU method for counter
current micro heat exchangers (see [17]). The Nusselt number needed for the ε-NTU
method is based on approximate calculations for Prandtl numbers of 0.5 ≤ Pr ≤ 1.5 from
VDI Heat Atlas ([17], Chapter Ga). The results for the conventional theory show slightly
12 of 20
higher values compared
Fluids 2021, to
6, xall three cases. This could be due to the assumption of no heat
loss to the surrounding with the conventional theory. In addition, further effects along the
flow path were not considered due to the calculation with set inlet conditions.

(b)

(a)
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5. hot
Thermal
forcase
cold90,
fluid
flow
Figure 5. Thermal efficiency for cold fluid flowFigure
(a) and
fluid efficiency
flow (b) for
case
70, (a)
andand hot flu
Th = ±13.6%
for the
55 (with
a maximum
uncertainty
Δεcase
case 55 (with a maximum uncertainty of ∆εTh =case
±13.6%
for the
hot thermal
efficiency of
and
55).

The average thermal efficiency and the heat loss are shown in Figure 6. The average
thermal efficiency shows no differences between the three investigated cases, which can be
confirmed by a stronger heat loss to the surroundings for case 90. The uncertainty of hot
thermal efficiency leads to a maximum uncertainty of the average thermal efficiency of ∆εTh
.
= ±10.0% and a maximum uncertainty of the heat loss of ∆ Q = ±2.4 W. A comparison with
conventional theory is added to Figure 6. The conventional theory is based on transitional
to turbulent flow regime, and calculated with the ε-NTU method for counter current micro
heat exchangers (see [17]). The Nusselt number needed for the ε-NTU method is based
on approximate calculations for Prandtl numbers of 0.5 ≤ Pr ≤ 1.5 from VDI Heat Atlas
([17], Chapter Ga). The results for the conventional theory show slightly higher values
(b)
compared to all three cases. This could be due to the assumption (a)
of no heat loss to the
Figure
5. Thermal efficiency
cold fluid flow
(a) and
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(b) for
case 90,
casethe
70, flow
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with the for
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efficiency and case 55).
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maximum uncertainty
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due to theofcalculation
with
conditions.

(b)
(a)

Figure 6. Average thermal efficiency (a) and heat loss (b) for s
temperature conditions (with a maximum uncertainty of the
±10.0% and a maximum uncertainty of ΔQ = ±2.4 W for case 9

3.1.3. Overall Heat Exchanger Efficiency

With the pressure loss behavior and the heat tra
heat exchanger assessment and comparison of differe
formed. Figure 7 demonstrates the results of fluidic ex
exergy loss (Figure 7b). The plot of fluidic exergy loss
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3.1.3. Overall Heat Exchanger Efficiency
With the pressure loss behavior and the heat transfer behavior known, an overall
heat exchanger assessment and comparison of different inlet temperatures can be per-
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3.1.3. Overall Heat Exchanger Efficiency
With the pressure loss behavior and the heat transfer behavior known, an overall heat
exchanger
assessment
and comparison
of different
inlet temperatures
beofperformed.
for fluidic exergy
loss and thermal
exergy loss
were calculated
based on thecan
law
propFigure
7
demonstrates
the
results
of
fluidic
exergy
loss
(Figure
7a)
and
thermal
exergy
agation of uncertainty. Therefore, increased uncertainties for the thermal exergy
loss loss
(Figure
7b).
The
plot
of
fluidic
exergy
loss
is
similar
to
the
plot
of
average
pressure
losses.
could be detected due to higher uncertainties for the average thermal efficiency compared
The
overlapping
trends
of
average
pressure
losses
for
different
inlet
temperatures
result
in
to the fluidic exergy loss and the average pressure loss.
an
overlapping
fluidic
exergy
loss,
confirming
a
low
impact
of
inlet
temperature
on
the
The overall exergy loss, presented in Figure 8, shows the same trends as can be seen
pressure loss behavior. The thermal exergy loss shows a strong impact on the temperature
for the fluidic exergy loss. A slight deviation can be detected due to the addition of thermal
differences between cold and hot inlet temperature, i.e., a higher temperature difference
exergy loss. This is quite clear, because the influence of the fluidic exergy loss is ten times
leads to higher entropy and, therefore, to higher thermal exergy losses. The comparison of
higher than that of the thermal exergy loss, as can be seen from the scales of the ordinate
fluidic exergy loss and thermal exergy losses shows a strong impact of fluidic exergy loss
axis. A maximum uncertainty of the overall exergy loss of Δ(ΔE) = ±0.7 W was reached
due to the order of magnitudes of both exergy losses. The uncertainties for fluidic exergy
based on the uncertainties of fluidic exergy loss and thermal exergy loss.
loss and thermal exergy loss were calculated based on the law of propagation of uncertainty.
For an overall energy efficient micro heat exchanger with these straight micro chanTherefore, increased uncertainties for the thermal exergy loss could be detected due to
nels a high inlet temperature leads to a better overall exergy loss due to a low impact of
higher uncertainties for the average thermal efficiency compared to the fluidic exergy loss
inlet temperature on pressure loss behavior. Hence, in the following investigations case
and the average pressure loss.
90 is compared for different microstructures.
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T ) = ±0.2 W).

The overall exergy loss, presented in Figure 8, shows the same trends as can be seen
for the fluidic exergy loss. A slight deviation can be detected due to the addition of thermal
exergy loss. This is quite clear, because the influence of the fluidic exergy loss is ten times
higher than that of the thermal exergy loss, as can be seen from the scales of the ordinate
axis. A maximum uncertainty of the overall exergy loss of ∆(∆E) = ±0.7 W was reached
based on the uncertainties of fluidic exergy loss and thermal exergy loss.

(b)
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Figure 7. Fluidic exergy loss (a) and thermal exergy loss (b) for case 90, case 70, and case 55 (with
a
14 of 20
maximum uncertainty of fluidic exergy loss of Δ(ΔEP) = ±0.6 W and a maximum uncertainty of
thermal exergy loss of Δ(ΔET) = ±0.2 W).

Figure 8. Overall exergy loss for straight micro channels with different temperature conditions (with
a maximum uncertainty of ∆(∆E) = ±0.7 W).

For an overall energy efficient micro heat exchanger with these straight micro channels
a high inlet temperature leads to a better overall exergy loss due to a low impact of inlet
temperature on pressure loss behavior. Hence, in the following investigations case 90 is
compared for different microstructures.
3.2. Enhanced Microstructures
Enhanced microstructures were investigated in terms of parallel rectangular pins
(“parallel pins”) and staggered rectangular pins (“staggered pins”). A comparison with
straight micro channels is added. The microstructures were made of aluminum and a hot
inlet temperature of T = 363.15 K and a cold inlet temperature of T = 288.15 K were chosen
as set inlet conditions.
3.2.1. Pressure Loss Behavior
The pressure loss behavior is presented in Figure 9 as the average pressure loss of hot
and cold fluid flow. The pressure loss behavior shows the expected trends of increasing
average pressure losses with increasing mass flow rates. In addition, highest average
pressure loss can be detected for staggered pins, whereas the lowest average pressure
loss is presented for straight micro channels. The average pressure loss for staggered
.
kg
pins strongly increases until a measurement at a mass flow rate of m = 2.5 h 1 could not
be investigated because the experimental setup reached its limits. As described above,
a nonlinear behavior could be detected for the pin fin arrangements due to the possibility
of flow transition from laminar to turbulent flow regimes. This behavior was strongest
for the staggered pins, where the highest Reynolds number can be expected due to high
flow velocities and artificially induced local turbulences. The arrangement of staggered
pins influences the pitches between the pins and leads to higher flow velocities. The
exact Reynolds number could not be determined because of the unknown value of the
hydraulic diameter. The pressure ratio of ∆p/pin > 0.05 was exceeded with a mass flow
.
kg
rate of m = 1.5 h 1 , leading to the conclusion of the compressibility effect. Similarly to
the investigated different inlet temperatures, a maximum uncertainty of ∆(∆p) = ±4.0 kPa
becomes negligible compared to the resulting range of average pressure loss.
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velocities and artificially induced local turbulences. The arrangement of staggered pins
influences the pitches between the pins and leads to higher flow velocities. The exact
Reynolds number could not be determined because of the unknown value of the hydraulic
diameter. The pressure ratio of Δp/pin > 0.05 was exceeded with a mass flow rate of ṁ = 1.5
1, leading to the conclusion of the compressibility effect. Similarly to the investigated
15 of 20
different inlet temperatures, a maximum uncertainty of Δ(Δp) = ±4.0 kPa becomes negligible compared to the resulting range of average pressure loss.
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3.2.2.Heat
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3.2.2.
The heat transfer behavior with different enhanced microstructures is shown in
The heat transfer behavior with different enhanced microstructures is shown in FigFigure 10, with a zoom in on the ordinate (εTh = 40%–65%). Although the differences
ure 10, with a zoom in on the ordinate (εTh = 40%–65%). Although the differences between
between the average thermal efficiencies are small, the expected behavior of highest averthe average thermal efficiencies are small, the expected behavior of highest average therage thermal efficiency for staggered pins and lowest average thermal efficiency for straight
mal efficiency for staggered pins and lowest average thermal efficiency for straight 16
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of 21
micro channels is depicted. The average thermal efficiency for staggered pins shows a
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ature along the flow path, especially with microstructures, and leading to high flow velocities such as pin fin geometries. The impact of the surroundings might have had an
effect on the temperatures due to heat losses. A maximum uncertainty of ΔεTh = ±2.8% was
detected for the average thermal efficiency.
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along the flow path, especially with microstructures, and leading to high flow velocities
such as pin fin geometries. The impact of the surroundings might have had an effect on the
temperatures due to heat losses. A maximum uncertainty of ∆εTh = ±2.8% was detected
for the average thermal efficiency.
3.2.3. Overall Heat Transfer Efficiency
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The fluidic exergy loss and the thermal exergy loss are presented in Figure 11a,b,
respectively. The fluidic exergy loss presents the same behavior as the average pressure
losses. Due to a strong impact of inlet temperature on the thermal exergy loss, and because
of similar values for the average thermal efficiency, the thermal exergy loss is overlapping
for all microstructures. Connecting the uncertainties of average pressure loss and average
thermal efficiency to the fluidic exergy loss and the thermal exergy loss leads to a maximum
uncertainty of ∆(∆EP ) = ±1.2 W for the fluidic exergy loss, and a maximum uncertainty of
thermal exergy loss of ∆(∆ET ) = ±0.2 W. Comparing the magnitudes for fluidic exergy loss
of 21
and thermal exergy loss leads to the conclusion of a strong impact of fluidic exergy 17
loss
on
the overall heat exchanger efficiency.
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Figure 11. Fluidic exergy loss (a) and thermal exergy loss (b) for different microstructures (with a
maximum uncertainty of fluidic exergy loss of Δ(ΔEP) = ±1.2 W and a maximum uncertainty of
thermal exergy loss of Δ(ΔET) = ±0.2 W).
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The results shown in Figure 11 are also reflected in Figure 12, illustrating that
the
17 of 20
overall exergy losses are dominated by the fluidic exergy loss. A maximum uncertainty of
Δ(ΔE) = ±1.3 W was detected for the overall exergy loss.
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In conclusion, the impact of average pressure loss is the main influence on the overall
In conclusion, the impact of average pressure loss is the main influence on the overall
heat exchanger efficiency. The average pressure loss is influenced by the compressibility
heat exchanger efficiency. The average pressure loss is influenced by the compressibility
and flow transition from laminar to turbulent flow, which generate a strong increase of
and flow transition from laminar to turbulent flow, which generate a strong .increase of
average pressure losses, especially with staggered pins. At a mass flow rate of m = 2 kg·h−1
average pressure losses, especially with staggered pins. At a mass flow rate of ṁ = 2 kg·h−1
the fluidic exergy loss of the parallel pins was twice the value compared to the straight
the fluidic exergy loss of the parallel pins was twice the value compared to the straight
micro channel design. The fluidic exergy loss of the staggered pins was four times the value
micro channel design. The fluidic exergy loss of the staggered pins was four times the
of the straight micro channels. The difference of the thermal exergy loss was negligible for
value of the straight micro channels. The difference of the thermal exergy loss was neglithe different pin fins and straight micro channels as an overall heat exchanger assessment
gible
different
pin fins and straight micro channels as an overall heat exchanger
with for
the the
presented
arrangements.
assessment with the presented arrangements.
4. Discussion
Microstructure heat exchangers are well known for their superior heat transfer capabilities [3]. However, there has not been very much reported about their use with air as the
fluid. In any case, obviously it is of major importance to decide which microstructure can
be incorporated into an air heat exchanger device to reach the best possible performance,
as indicated by [3,13,22,24,25,33]. For this, the assessment method described in detail in
Section 2.3 and earlier by [31], using a combination of the thermal and the fluidic exergy
was applied.
The present study focuses on passive techniques of heat transfer enhancement with
microstructure designs disturbing linear flow paths by adding local perturbances (pin-finarrays). Thus, only for the simple microchannel reference system can a closed description
of the hydraulic diameter as characteristic length be assumed, following Equation (1).
No description like this can be taken for similar calculations of a characteristic length
for pin-fin-array designs. Thus, a simple pre-calculation for the heat transfer capability
using the e-NTU-method [17], and the pressure loss behavior with the equation of Hagen–
Poisseuille or Blasius [17] cannot be performed. The designs have either to be numerically
modeled, or measured, and the experimental values compared afterwards.
From the measurement plots shown in Figure 4 it is obvious that experiment and
theory do not match for the pressure losses in straight micro channel heat exchangers.
It was mentioned before that the conventional theory does not take into account the
pressure losses of the inlet and outlet distribution/collecting systems, as well as possible
compressibility effects, thus, the mismatch is not a surprise here.
As can be seen in Section 3, the results indicate that in general the thermal exergy
losses are one order of magnitude smaller than the fluidic exergy losses. For each of the
tested designs, the plots obtained for the fluidic exergy loss and the total exergy loss look
very similar, leading, combined with the above mentioned ratio of the thermal and fluidic
exergy losses, to the conclusion that the total exergy loss of the micro heat exchanger system
was determined by the pressure loss behavior of the microstructure design. The present
study did not include a detailed measurement of the flow distribution and collecting
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systems at the inlet and the outlet, since they were built symmetrically for both the hot and
the cold fluid side. Thus, the contributions of these should be, more or less, the same.
In addition to the investigations with aluminum as material for the plates with microstructures, further investigations with polycarbonate were performed to analyze the
impact of thermal conductivity on the overall heat exchanger efficiency. However, from
these results it could be seen that the impact of the pressure loss behavior remains the
strongest influence on the overall heat exchanger efficiency, and thus is the focus of the
presented study. To keep the presented study concise, and although there is more to explore
about the impact of different materials on the overall heat exchanger efficiency, the results
for polycarbonate structures have not been integrated.
5. Conclusions
In the present study, different microstructure designs were investigated for their
capacity to act as efficient countercurrent flow heat exchangers using air as fluid. Straight
micro channels were chosen as a reference, and compared to pin-fin array microstructures
acting as flow obstacles to enhance the heat transfer. An assessment method for comparison,
based on the overall heat exchanger efficiency, taking the thermal and fluidic exergy losses
into account, was presented.
The measurement results and discussion provided here show that the named assessment method is a good choice for comparing different microstructure devices in terms of
their use for efficient heat transfer. However, the prediction of a microstructure design
is not feasible with this method, because it is either based on measurement results or on
calculations using a characteristic dimension, i.e., the hydraulic diameter. As long as there
is no consistent definition of this characteristic length for any design the presented method
fails to predict results for comparison. Thus, a definition of the characteristic dimension
is needed that is generally valid for any microstructure design and arrangement. Having
this, the assessment method used in the present study could be easily used to predict the
best possible microstructure design for the considered case, depending on temperature
range and fluid. However, the presented study showed that the thermal efficiency could be
increased due to the change from straight micro channels to pin fin array microstructures.
Nevertheless, this increase was overruled by the increase of fluidic exergy loss with higher
mass flow rates. Thus, the total exergy losses are increased as well. Optimization of this is
work for the future.
Microstuctured heat exchangers are one option for improving heat transfer. The
presented study focuses on the effects of enhancement of microstructured heat exchangers,
namely with a passive enhancement method (pin fin arrangements). Besides the effect
of higher heat transfer rates of pin fin geometries in microstructured heat exchangers,
the study shows that the overall heat exchanger efficiency is strongly affected by the
pressure loss, which is connected to the heat transfer due to artificially induced turbulences.
Of course, this trend of increasing heat transfer efficiency with increasing pressure loss is
expected, however, it is quite pronounced in the specific microstructured heat exchangers
investigated here.
With regard to the presented results one question can be raised: are pin-fin-structures
more or less useless because they create higher pressure losses but (almost) no gain in heat
transfer compared to micro channel structures? There is no general answer to this question,
because it has to be given in direct relation to the requested objective. If the main objective
is to transfer as much heat as possible regardless of the pressure losses, any increase in heat
transfer efficiency is a gain and welcome. If the task is to minimize the pressure losses at a
certain limited heat transfer, pin-fin microstructures may not be the best choice.
For the pin fin structures at the operating conditions considered in this investigation
the answer to the raised question is truly that they have no significant use. However,
the pin fin structures can be, and may need to be, optimized and application-specific.
Doing so, more favorable ratios of pressure loss increase to heat transfer improvement
can be achieved. The methods shown here and in [34] provide a means of finding such
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application-specific optimums. Additionally, the pin fin structures may also be useful
in this case to obtain a well-defined flow and residence time distribution by increased
pressure loss (see i.e., [35]). Anyway, each of those cases have to be decided separately.
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